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Who we are?  

Sarah Selection is Sara Martinez-Lagos, Leon Florez & Ilze Zigele the three of them with an extensive and impressive professional career 
in export departments of different wineries. 

We are innovative, young and dynamic company. 

Our goal 
Offering unique wines by their origin and by their expression to the export markets. Small and medium-sized projects that always have 

some people or family, a land and an origin behind…a deep-rooted heritage.

Experience 
The commercial union of different wineries offers a competitive advantage over a “solo” exports, synergies between wineries are very 

profitable and the importer understands the platform as a unique tool that will provide several products, on the other side the winery will 
have some much lower costs / investments in the development of this task than individually.  



Wineries

SPAIN 
Bodegas Javier San Pedro - DOCa Rioja

Bodegas Marta Maté - DO Ribera del Duero 

Bodegas Lagar de Costa - DO Rias Baixas

Vinos Valtuille - DO Bierzo

FRANCE 
Champagne La Pitancerie 

AOC Cotes des Bar

SPAIN 
Cartoixa de Montsalvar - DOQ Priorat

Latido Wines - DO Navarra

La Furgoneta de Vinos - VTCyL

Latido Bidaia - DO Getariako Txakolina



B O D E G A S  M A RTA  M AT É
D.O. RIBERA DEL DUERO

Unique Wines from unexplored land. 
The red Diamond from Ribera del Duero! 

The inspiration behind the creation of the Bodegas Marta Maté began in 2008. We had been making wines successfully for several years from our vineyard in 

Gumiel de Mercado but , in 2008, we used the best of these grapes to create an exclusive wine, limited to the production of only 3000 bottles. The winery was 

built in 2013  and it is located in Tubilla del Lago, a village in the south of the province of Burgos, close to the Gromejon river. It is situated in the north of the area 

of the appellation Ribera del Duero. unique place with an altitude above 900 m, this geographical aspect and the edaphological characteristics is which define our 

terroir. These conditions also improve the health of the plants and protect them from pests and diseases.

We have a viticultural project that is fully committed to Biodiversity. We practice organic farming amplified through the alliance with nature. We work to favor the 

life of microorganisms that live in the soil wich naturally improve the living conditions of plants. We avoid soil compaction, we do not use biocides or chemical 

fertilizers so that the plant expresses 100% of the terroir where it lives.

We have conical stainless steel tanks and concrete tanks, with an average capacity of 10,000 liters. For the wood aging we have French and American oak barrels 

with bigger capacities than the standard ones, we use 300 and 600 liters barrels. 

Minimum winemaking intervention.



B O D E G A S  JAV I E R  S A N  P E D R O
D.O.C.a RIOJA (Alavesa)

Those who do not fight, do not deserve what they get. Those who do not know what they 
look for, do not understand what they find. Some times the North is not where the compass 

marks. 
Think Less, Fell More!

Our family has been attached to wine-growing for centuries. Javier is the fifth generation of wine growers in the are of Laguardia, the heart of the 

Rioja Alavesa subzone. Our ancestors from Laguardia and outskirts lived surrounded by caves and vineyards for generations. Their love and passion 

for their land and wine has passed on to us until today. Our precious wines are grown facing the slopes of the “Sierra de Cantabria” mountain where 

our winery was built in 2016. 

The wines are based on two main ranges, on one hand, Cueva de Lobos, the wines are modern, aromatic and funny and are produced with the 

youngest vineyards of the family; On the other hand, Viuda Negra, it pretends to recover old plots in order to get the best quality of each one. 

Moreover we can not forget our Anahí, a semi-sweet white & Rose wines born and produced in honor of his mother. 

We feel our wines have to tell a story. They have to be singular, authentic and innovative. They have to convey the expression and authenticity of our 

land. Being produced and aged with the maximum respect but from a dynamic and contemporary vision.



L AT I D O  B I DA I A

D.O. GETARIAKO TXAKOLINA
Our Latido trip in the Basqueland
¡Atlantic, fresh and fizzy Wines!

Bidaia is the Basque word that means “journey/trip", so this is a new and exciting journey that we are doing within our wine world, in this case we 

look for the Atlantic influence and the full expression of our native grape varieties of Basqueland , Hondarribi Zuri and Hondarribi Beltza. We also 

work on the recovery of varieties that were already in the area such as Izkiriot Haundi (Gross Manseng) and Hondarribi Zuri Zerratie (Petit Corbou) 

which give us distinction and differentiation in respect to other producers in the area.

Latido Bidaia is a collaboration between the Urruzola family (Garazi & Xabi) and Latido Wines (Sara & Leon), a project located in the Alkiza valley, at 

the foot of Ernio Mountain and only 8 km in a straight line from the Atlantic Sea and Basque coast, origin of the Denomination. Vineyards planted in 

a pergola system and on amphitheater-type terraces to provide the best insolation for our grapes, we also source winegrowers from the Getaria area to 

complement our own production.

We produce fresh wines with little alcohol, good acidity and a natural fizzy point which make it irresistible for young people.



CA RT O I X A  D E  M O N S A LVAT

D.O.Q PRIORAT
Rich, Elegant & Distinct Wines

The wines of Francesc Sanchez-Bas have set a new standard for excellence in Priorat winemaking in the most Artisan way. 

Francesc Sanchez-Bas is an agricultural engineer who certified organic viticultural practices for the Spanish government for more than 10 years, giving 

courses since 1990 in hundreds of towns in Catalonia and many in Spain on Organic Agriculture, organized by very diverse entities. Our organic 

awareness has been one of our main engines since the beginning of our project. The natural structure of the Priorat requires us to make an effort that 

is difficult to avoid. Knowing from the first moment the difficulties that the landscape imposes for modern viticulture the only option was working 

organically. 

This unique location where the “licorella” is the typical soil. Priorat is the steep and mineral rich mountain situated West of Tarragona, also known as 

the land of Grenache and Carignane. 

For many years, Francesc supplied old-vine grapes to the wineries from the area. But in 1996, he decided to venture out on his own, building a small 

winery in the cellar of his house in the village of La Vilella Alta. There, he produces his own wines Rich, elegant, and distinct wines, these wines have 

set a new benchmark for excellence in Priorat winemaking.



V I N O S  VA LT U I L L E

D.O. BIERZO
Mencia & Godello grapes, The Rising Stars from Spain

Vinos Valtuille is a small family winery and Marcos García Alba one of the growers and winemakers of latest generation from El Bierzo who took the 

challenge in early 2000 of producing high quality wines, making a big investment in facilities and technical resources to go ahead with his familly 

dream. Meticulous self-taught person, he takes care of the vineyard as always has been done in Valtuille de Abajo, where he has 15 hectares with 

centenary vines. Elena, his sister, is now in charge of administration and sales after finishing her studies.

They decided to keep the best part of the work of their elders, the raw material, the vineyards, and put in all the effort to show it to everybody else. 

They have invested in quality instead of quantity. All this work has turned into Pago de Valdoneje, its named after one of their grandfather’s centenary 

vineyard; this wine has already made some important achievements that have motivated them to continue elaborating concentrated and aromatic 

wines with fully Bierzo touch. 

They only produces wines from their own grapes and they defend the idea of small winery as a means of producing quality.



L AG A R  D E  C O S TA

D.O. RIAS BAIXAS (Salnés)
Passion and dedication through three generations fully committed to the care of 

the Albariño grapes.
¡Atlantic Wines!

Lagar de Costa is a family winery managed with passion and dedication through three generations fully committed to the care of Albariño strains and 

wine making. Our Albariño grape is internationally acclaimed for its quality and own characteristics that make it an incomparable wine. 

Our soil is composed by sandy loam, this means that it is loose soil where coarse elements (sand) abound, making water impregnation, airing of the 

roots, drainage and even work easy. On the other hand, organic material combusts quickly and the ability of this soil to retain water is limited, making 

it quite warm and pushing forward the ripening of the fruit. 

Salnés is located right in the Atlantic region and we can consider all DO Rias Baixas wines as Atlantic ones. In this region, average temperatures stay 

around 14 ºC throughout the year and rain holds mainly in the autumn and winter, becoming less common towards summer. 

Our vineyards are between 0 and 10 mts above the sea level and from 0 to 500 mts away from the sea. All of our vineyards are in the parish of 

Castrelo, within the Complejo Intermareal Umia-O Grove (Red Natura 2000) just oposite the Island of Atocha. The borough of Cambados lies 

within the demarcation of Salnés. 

Our grapes are 100% Albariño and the rootstock is 110 Ritcher because this is the most suitable to the qualities and needs of our soil and climate. 



L AT I D O  W I N E S

D.O. NAVARRA & V.T. CyL
Garnacha dream in Navarra & Reviving old vines in the Órbigo river area in Leon

This is the personal project of Sarah Martinez-Lagos & Leon Florez both with high experience in Wine sales and now working in the production of 

wine from different areas from Spain. 

LATIDO DE SARA (DO NAVARRA: In Navarra we are making our dream come true, our wine based on the Grenache variety including Rose, 

White and Red wines. We are producing this wine in the oldest winery of San Martin de Unx, the winery with the best old Garnacha grapes from 

Navarra. Many of these vines are planted on low hillside slopes 650 meters altitude, which are so characteristic of this mountain area. The name we 

chose for our wines is LATIDO DE SARA which means SARA ´S HEARTBEAT and is honored to Sara´s father who passed away some years ago 

because of a heart attack… “my heart is alive and it beats harder with the wine, our own wine”. 

LA FURGONETA DE VINOS  (V.T. CyL) New projects are coming from the province of Leon, in the hills close to the Órbigo river, where we 

found very old vineyards abandoned, now we are working to revive this centenary Mencia and Palomino vines and planting also indigenous grapes as 

Garnacha tintorera, Doña Blanca, Godello or Prieto Picudo. We are recovering the power and elegance of these grapes from this forgotten gem from 

the Leon province.



L A  P I TA N C E R I E  ( J. A . DAU T E L )

AOC CHAMPAGNE (Côte des Bar)
From the land is born an authenticity which, over time, brings complexity, flexibility and 

minerality."

In the heart of the Côte des Bar, in the village of Essoyes, an Estate known as "La Pitancerie" was created in the 13th century by the Cistercian 

monks of Molesmes Abbey.  This historic place was once a place of restoration where "La Pulmenta Regularia", "La Pitance" and "La Generale" were 

served. Today renewed in the vineyard, this historic place resumes its original splendor by producing champagne wines with finesse and multiple 

subtle and singular aromas. Concerned about environmental values, the cuvées are produced in the purest Champagne tradition and the vineyard is 

managed by “sustainable viticulture”.

Now 7 generations of winemakers, we strive to work with respect for the environment. Tillage is a major element, distributing strength and character, 

biodiversity plays a key role in revealing the suppleness and minerality of this land.

The Vineyards are mainly composed of PinotNoir, favorite variety of Côte des Bar. No chemical weeding, plowing the soil and grassing in autumn

We are converting cultural practices for better respect for the environment and sustainability.


